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ARA. ~mployees
speak their minds

Chemistry may not always be a gas, but those Hunsen burners are hot Little items. (Jeff Hiles photo)

Higher costs force r.ise in S & E
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by Frank Salsburg
The budget for the College of
Science and Engineering is going
up, according to Dr Brian
Hutchings, Dean of the College,
but most of the increase is being
eaten up by higher costs.
. "Our budgets simply reflect
Inflation," said Hutchings.

Some growth is seen in staffing
by Hutchings, as well as the
possibility of one new program.
Hutchings hopes to add two
new faculty members in both
the
ps yc hology
and
the
mathematics departments. "This
reflects the numbers of students
w·ho are taking courses (in the

departments)," said Hutchings.
The one possibl~ new program
would be materials science and
engineering. Hutchings said the
program needs to ; be approved
by the University, which he
expects to be i decided by
mid-spring quarte~, but if it is
[Continued on page 3]
(

by Samuel Latham
(Editor's note: Last week the
Guardian printed a story on what
students think about ARA Slater,
the campus foodservice. This issue,
after another unscientific poll,
will try to reveal what the people on the other side of the
counter think about students
and ARA. This poll was taken in
the four
campus foodservice
operations.)
Employees in Wright Station,
where students tended to
complain the most, felt many of
the students complaints are
justified.
"I agree with most of what
they said," was a general
employee sentiment, but the
employees don't agree fully on
student gripes about cleanliness.
"If people didn't eat like pigs"
and "if they'd help clean up
their mess, then this place would
be a lot cleaner," summed up
one employee.
Mo.st of the employees feel
that some, but not all, students
are rude.
"Most of the time you can get
people up here who are really
nice, but sometimes you can get
people who are really snotty,"
explained one ARA employee.
Concerning
AR A's
management , employees
generally felt that the present
manager,
Vic Wrenn, is
competent but that previous
managers didn't care.
"I think we've got a good
manager, who knows what he's
doing," said one employee.
They also feel that as a result
of better management that they
are doing a better job.
"I think that since we've had
Vic, that service is getting
better," stated an employee.
Another noted, "I think we've
gotten quicker."
None of the employees
thought if a McDonald's came
on campus it would please
students any better.
"If they came in right next to
us they would have the same
as us," was an employee's feeling

on the subject.
There were several employee
suggestions on how to improve
Wright Station.
"Lower the prices, they're a
nickel too high," said an ARA
worker. "They should add a diet
plate. They should open on
time," replied an employee.
"Keep stuff stocked up a little
better," observed another. ·
In the University Center, the
employees of the Rathskeller
took some offense to students'
comments.
Their main complaints were
that students were messy and
blamed the employees for
problems which they have no
control over.
"There are so many things
here that the employees have
nothing to do with," a worker
said.
"The people complain a lot if
we don't have stuff and it's not
our fault," another replied.
"They (the
management)
don't give us the right kind of
su pplies, the students should
take their complaints to the
management," a worker noted.
Regarding the charge of
student
messiness , the
employees said quite a lot.
"I've never seen such a bunch
of
pigs ,"
exclaimed one
employee.
" They're discourteous and
sloppy," another continued.
"People with a case of the
munchies
just
get very
arrogant," claimed another.
"If they would just pick up
after themselves" and "it's a
few , it's not everybody," was a
common sentiment.
Another problem, according to
the employees, was students
mumbling ·their orders and not
going through the line.
"People come up here and
mumble their order," said
several employees.
''When they give an order I
think they should give a full,
complete order to the person
taking it. Instead, they add
[Continued on page 2]

New heating system computerizes
by Susan .Opt
While grade school children
often wear coats and gloves in
school to keep warm one would
think Wright State has faced no
apparent energy problems.Room
temperatures vary from 70 to 75
degrees.
"Not so," says Harold Shearer,
assistant director of Physical
Plant. "We can barely meet
current fuel allocations when the
temperature drops."
However, Wright StateJs due

to get a brand new heating
system, similar to Sinclair
Community College's present
system. According to Shearer,
"it will save quite a bit on gas
and electricity."
Under the present system,
room thermostats are set at 68
degrees and turned down to 60
at night and on weekends. said
Shearer. The release of heat and
movement of the people in the
rooms cause the higher
temperature
readings, he

explained.
But there is. no convenient way
to change the settings to account
for outside weather difference or
shut down . areas not in use
without
maintenance men
continually
monitori ng
buildings.
The new system to be
installed, a Johnson JC-80
Controller, involves the use of
mini-computers
that will
maintain atuomatic control over
[Continued on page 3]
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r----Ask LJ•sl-----1, ARA employees speak their minds
t
t

Are there plans to pave the parking lot east of the
Creative Arts center?
'"'
The poor condition of the parking lot referred to is
temporar y. The present weather has made leveling this
particular lot impossible. Work on a revamping of the
parking areas adjacent to the Library/Creative Arts center
complex is scheduled to begin this Spring.

I've heard there are amateur entertain ment nights in the
Rathskell er but I don't know who is in charge. Any help?
The programm ing of Rathskell er entertainm ent is handled
by the University Center board. The board member in
charge is Pete Wheeler. He can be contacted at the Center
Board office, 042 University Center, extension 1242.
Why aren't the music practice rooms open in the evening?
According to the Music departme nt, the seven practice
rooms on 3rd floor of the Creative Arts center are
scheduled to be open until 7 pm, Monday through
Thursday . Security of equipmen t is the major reason the
rooms are not open later than 7 pm. Inquiries regarding the
hours of the practice rooms may be directed to the Music
Departme nt, 1 71 Creative Arts. Provided the demand for
use warrants the hours may be adjusted.
"Ask Us" will appear one each week. Questions for the
column may be submitted to the Dean of Students" office
in 111 Millett or placed in the Guardian box outside the
Millettcafeteria. All questions must be signed. Students
should include their student numbers. Faculty and staff are
welcome to submit questions also. Questions are researched
and answered by the Dean of Students' staff.
Athletes with poor grades
cannot participat e in regulated
intercoll egiate competiti on,
according to a recent court
decision.
Several basketbal l players from
Centenary College in Shrevepo rt,
Louisian a
challeng ed the
National
Collegiate Athletic
associatio n's (NCAA) "1.6 rule"

which prohibited students with
less than a 1.6 grade average
from
engaging
in
NCAA
sponsored competiti on.
The 5th US Circuit Court of
Appeals, in ruling against the
athletes, said no "property " or
"liberty" interests were violated ·
·because of the 1.6 rule, and that
constitut ional
due
process

[Continue d from page 1] ·
things at the register," a worker
complaine d.
"People coming up t~ pick up
their food are being too
impatient and interfere with
• other orders," added another.
Opening and closing times
w ere
though t
to
be
misunder stood by students
according to th"e workers.
People have to be out of the
center by 11 pm," explained a
worker. "So we stop serving at a
quarter till 11. We do stay open
'til midnight on game nights, and
stop serving at a quarter 'til."
"We've had a lot of people out
sick so we sometime s can't open
on time," offered a worker on
the late opening charge.
A number of the workers felt
that the managem ent was poor.
"They
don't listen to
students, " claimed a worker.
"The only time they'll do
things that students want is
when there's a threat that they'll
get kicked off campus," a
worker stated.
"The managem ent's very poor,
they don't plan ahead," said an
offered
the students no
protection .
In a preliminary issue the
court found that the NCAA
operates as a quasi-governmental
body and was conseque ntly
liable to federal civil rights suits,
even though the court found no
deprivatio n of the student's civil
rights _in this instance.

~lorida

employee .
"There's no night manager, "
and the "managem ent just
doesn't t~ke a strong enough
hand
with
irrespon sible
emp·loy ees,"
complai ned
another.
Among the suggestions for the
Rathskell er was one that seems
very obvious. Put out brightly
colored trash cans with signs
directing students to use them.
Upstairs from the Rathskell er,
is the
Universit y
Center
cafeteria .
Employee s there
found students to be generally
friendly and contented .
"They're fairly neat but some
of them want us to be friendly
and yet some of them aren't
very friendly themselves," said
an employee .
"They ask what you have and
it's right there on the menu, and
you say it's right there and they
get kind of mean," added
another.
"We try to be pleasant when
they walk up and say something
like 'may I help you' or
somethin g like that. I'd like
them to read the menu and
know what they want when they
order," offered a worker.
"The majority of them are
pretty good but some complain ,
maybe it's because it costs more
Lately we've had a lot of
complime nts of the food,
especially since we've had the
specials. Business has picked up
too," analyzed another.
"My main complaint s are card
playing and people not taking

Ca ru1

their trays back. The kids Who
are _able to don't but the
hand1capp~ tr~. Most of the
problem hes ~1th .the faculty
and the fraternity kids who take
over that area in the back''
another added.
'
But, the general sentiment in
the University Center was that
students were "usually well
mannered ."
In the newly opened Allyn hall
lounge, attitude s toward
students were generally the same
as those in the University Center
cafeteria.
"Some of them don't pick up
their trash and with the few
tables we have, it doesn't take
much to make the whole place
messy," professed a worker.
"They blame us for the
number of tables and the decor,
but we don't have anything to
do with it," explained another.
In summary , employee s in the
Rathskell er and the Ally n hall
lounge generally complained of
student messiness and the failure
of students to complain to the
managem ent about problems
which the employee s have no
control over.
Wright Station employees were
fairly optimistic about their new
manager and the improvement
they've seen in the past few
weeks.
University Center workers fe:t
they were doing a good job and
were still trying to improve.
They had the fewest complaints
about students as did the
students of them.

Z;; raw ing

Draw ings for the bags of oranges
and gift certificates will be held on
Friday, Feb. 21st at the following times:
9:00 am Allyn Hall
12:30 am Wright Station
3 :00 pm Rathskeller
5:30 pm University Center

.
·At each drawing 20 bags qf fruit and 2 gift
certificates will be given away, totaling 88 free
prizes. You need not be present to win. Winners will
be notified and may collect at UC Cafeteria. A· representative
from student caucus will assist in the drawings. Come ~nd watch
the lucky winners-you may be one yourself! ARA Slater

L--------------------------------------------------------------
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Budget 76: Highe·r costs cause increase in S & E college
[Continued fro m page 1]
approve_d it would still need
approval at the Board of
Regents, an estimate of which
would be uncertain.
Hutchings added that no
program cut~acks are being
considered smce enrollment
within the college is healthy.
"The enrollments within the
college o f science and
engineering have been growing
about 10 percent a year."
The heftiest part of the budget
is for faculty salaries. Hutchings
said that for most parts of the
college this represented 80-85%
of the budget. Of last year's
college budget of almost three
and one-half million dollars, ov.er

WSU heat
[Continued from page 1]
building heating and shutdowns.
By pushing a button on a
control panel, heat can be
increased or decreased to any
building from one location.
Shearer said the main control
panel whl be located in Allyn
hall with the rest of the
buildings tied into it.
According to the people who
manufacture the Controller,
"the ultimate is to feed the
computer a weather report so
heating conditions can be
anticipated and a thermostat
regulation program worked out
for the day."
'rhe Joh nson people indicated
that "the Controller will
conserve energy by cutting down
the intake of outside air."
Instead, the. already heated air
will be recirculated rather than
expending energy to heat fresh
incoming air.
They also stated the Controller
will be _. programmed to shut
down fans and other such motor
leads not in use at certain times.
Sinclair College has found the
new system very successful.
Bagwell,
According to M
director of Physical Plant at
Sinclair, "We (Sinclair) were
20% under our allocation last
month."
Sinclair has not had to set
thermostats back to 68 degrees
but is able to keep them at 7 0 to
71 degrees and still conserve
fuel.
Bagwell explained Sinclair's
operations as an "occupiedstatus." The
unoccu pie d
Controller maintains a constant
temperature during the day
While at night the temperature is
allowed to drop to 60 degrees or

7 5% was devoted to faculty
salary and benefits. Part of next
included a
year's increase
potential pay raise.
"There is an across the board
component and there is a merit
that affect all
component
Hutchings.
said
faculty,''
Although the raise is not definite
·Dr
yet, Hutchings said
Spiegel, executive
Andrew
vice-president and provost, had
suggested they use a figure of
nine percent of the salary base as
an estimate.
While the College is looking to
add faculty members other
almost
is
employment

i.inchanged. "Our classified ranks
are staying the same, and we
have requested one-half an
unclassified employee to do
_repair and maintenance on the
c~wputer equipment within the
coffege." The college would
share the employee with the
computer services department.
Hutchings outlined how some
of the other parts of the budget
are being affected by inflation.
Capital requests are up 15-25
percent over last years or
to
according
$ 2 36 ,000,
"These are for
Hutchings.
equipment that are used in the
laboratories," said
various

Hutchings, plus a small amount
of office furniture.
The · new Biological Sciences
according to
is,
building
Hutchings, exp,ected to be ready
this summer, but shouldn't
affect the budget. Equipment
for the building comes out of
cost of the building
the
appropriated by the state.
Moving will be done by
University personnel, but this is
budgeted for elsewhere in the
University, said Hutchings.
"It's a stable budget," said.
·Hutchings, "in the sense that we
are not adding large numbers of
personnel."

Travel, said Hutchings, "is
essentially the same as last year.
(Increases) are strictly related to
the number of personnel and
inflation factors." The travel
budget this year is $44,000.
Hutchings said that efforts had
cut
to
made
been
costs
communications
(duplicating, copying, telephone
charges, maiJ, etc) but costs have
gone up nevertheless because of
a large increase in phone costs.
Another category going up
because of inflation is supplies,
which had to be increased to
reflect the increased cost of
items in the various laboratories.

Roam around
Europe an -summer
for $180.
·
A Student-Railpass gives you two months of unlimited Second Class rail
travel through 13 European countries.
Buy one, we'll give you a map, and where you go next is your own
business.
All we'll say is that European trains are a sensational way to
get there, be it Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden or
Switzerland.
100,000 miles of track link cities, towns and historic, scenic
and social attractions. Our trains are fast, modern, convenient, clean
·
and comfortable.
And you'll discover there's very little second class about
Second Class. You can sleep in a couchette for only $6.00 a night. And
if you want to eat on a budget, inexpensive snacks are often available.
You can even ~ake a cruise on the Rhine, if you like. Eurailpass
is valid on many European ferries, river and lake steamers and hydrofoils. It also offers you substantially reduced fares on many side
excursions you might want to take by motor coach.
And how's this for travel convenience? Many rail stations
offer bikes for rental, and it's possible to pick up a bike at
_
one station and drop it off at another.
All you need to qualify is to be a full-time student
under 26. There's just one catch: You must buy your
Student-Railpass here before you take off. They're
not for sale in Europe.
If you have less time to travel,
or want to travel First Class, consider
Eurailpass. A two-week pass costs
$130. Three-week pass costs $160 .
One month, $200. Two months, $270.
Three months, $330.
Don't wait. It could be the
trip of your life. See your Travel Agent or
clip the coupon and we'll send you
all the facts.
Prices subject to change.

so.

One of Sinclair's greatest
savings came in reusing the
heated air, Bagwell said.
While three of Sinclair's six
huilditigs are being heated with
fresti air, the others are
recirculating the already heated
air. After a few hours the
Pl'ocess reverses.
In addition, Sinclair is cutting
down on fuel consumption by
SCheduling evening and weekend
classes in the same buildings so
can be
Other buildings
shutdown.
Wright State's system is
~~l>ected to go into operation
ill the very near future " said
~er. "The equipm~nt is
~~dy in."

Eurailpass, Box 90
Dept . 192-2056,
Bohemia , New York
11716
Please send me your free
D Student-Rail pass folder
D Eurailpass folder

II

STUDENT·RAILPASS
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I The price of one trip could pay for all of Europe. I
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O P IN IO N
Committees not
according to Noah
This year' s comm encem ent speak er, Lionel Newsom, will proba bly be excel lent.
But the comm encem ent comm ittee, a coali tion of stude nts and facul ty, made recom mend ations , such as Shirl ey Chish olm and
Suzy Parke r, which were as equal ly excel lent.
The comm ittee's recom mend ations , which
were more or less ignor ed, shoul d have
been taken more serio usly than a grain of
salt. Webs ter's New Colle giate defin es a
comm ittee as "a body of perso ns dele gated
to consi der, inves tigate , take actio n on, or
repor t on some matte r," or more speci fical ly,
"a group of fellow legis lator s chose n by a
legis lativ e body to give consi derat ion to
legis lativ e matte rs."
It appea rs that Drs Kege rreis and · Spiegel do not look upon the membe rs of the
comm encem ent comm ittee as their 'fello w
legis lator s', or even as a respo nsibl e
'legi slati ve body '. Howe ver, it is the
stude nts and not Kege rreis or Spieg el
who . are going to gradu ate.

Black historycelebrated
This month , Black Histo ry Week is being
celeb rated throu ghout the natio n. Wrigh t
State 's own Bolin ga Cente r held a "PreBlack Histo ry 1\Teek" Febru ary 3-7. But the
actua l Black Histo ry Week was last week.
Altho ugh Black histo ry is being celebrate d throu ghout the count ry, it isn't
being antic ipate d throu ghout the count ry.
Amer icans· stil 1 do not know much more about
Black s, past, prese nt, and futur e, than the
years befor e Black natio nalism . Black his~
tory can be and shoul d be. an integ ral part
_of every Amer ican's educa tion.

Suggestion -has merit
For once, our new Gover nor has made a
sugge stion that has merit .
Gover nor Rhode s has sugge sted that services such as welfa re, food stamp s, and
unemp loyme nt comp ensati on be combi ned into
one build ing in a distr ict. This he says
would save possi ble recip ients of these services from going all over town to apply for
them.
It's nice that for once, Rhode s has
someo ne other than big busin ess at heart .
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Floydian slips
r

Ma sochistic conservative s
by Gary Floyd
Try as one might, it become s
increasi ngly difficul t for one not
to accept the theory that the
conserv atives wont for rhetoric
is surpass ed only by their want
for political thrashings.
For only last weeken d,
conserv atives pow-wo wed in
Miami and hinted that the future
may see a conservative secessio n
from the Republ ican party in
order to establish a third
politica l party.
Undoub tedly inspired by such
right-wing purists as the Young
.Americans for Freedom and the
Liberty Lobby, such a break
may be the only way Ronald
Reagan will ever see his name on
the presidential ballot , but the
chances of a split helping "true"
conserv atives · gain office are
about the same as the possibil ity
of M Stanton Evans marryin g
Angela Davis.
To begin with, Americ ans are
swayed more by a politica l
person~lity than the purity of
ideolog y, _and conserv atives
would be wiser to look in their
numbe r for a · charism atic
candida te than gauging the
candida te's disfavor of, for
exampl e, detente .
Further more, a third party
movem ent -could only damage
the already battered Republ ican
party. Granted the GOP may
occasio nally stumble or vary on
the
path of righteo usness,
conserv atives neverth eless will
find their theories more easily
accepte d by Republ icans than
by Democr ats and the likes of
Ted Kenned y, Birch Bayh and
William Proxmire.
But a point perhaps more
signific ant is one that neither
conserv atives or liberals seem to
be able to fathom that to be
either conservative or liberal is
to harbor ideas which do not
have
wide-.s pread
popula r
support .
Conservatives, for exampl e,
may . be correct in all their

allegati ons about social security ,
but to announ ce an intentio n to
abolish this insuran ce institut ion
would be to invite electora l
retribut ion; just ask Barry
Goldwa ter.
The gap betwee n rightist ideals
and mass popular support is also
evidenc ed in the areas of
deten te,
where
many
conserv atives refuse to put down
their cold-war sabres, despite
favorab le public respons e; their
aversion to labor, despite the
fact that unions have been
accepte d as part of the Americ an
process for a quarter decade; and
the rightist tendenc y toward
laissez faire capitali sm when
popula rity
for
unbridl ed
busines s practice s are at an all
time low.
Perhaps consen atives have
been bitten by the same
secessio n bug that bit their
liberal brethre n during the
Henry Wallace debacle of the
late 1940's. but conserv atives,
perhaps tired of ideological
temperi ng, compro mise, and the
"give and take" that popular
politics necessit ates, have yet to
provide a candida te that can

sway a significant bloc not only
from the GOP, · but
signif icantl y
from
Democr ats.
So should the GOP find its
rightis t
elemen ts straying,
rightis~s may find themse\vl!I' r
voting for conservatives buh I
fact
electing liberals an&
democr ats.
(Floydi an slips is writt en by
Gary Floyd, possess or of WSU's
largest stock of di1:ty jokes, who
gives perform ances every Friday
night in the Rathske ller. In- his
spare lime he is lhe despair of
the politica l science departm ent
and associalc editor of the
Guardia n.)

------------

NEWPORT, Ky (UPI)- Samuel
Oder almost got away with
calling two police officers " pigs"
when he was arrested for being
drunk
and
diso r derly
Wednes day.
"He kept saying 'pig, pig' and
at first I thought he wa s talking
to Kenny, " said Policeman
Charles Johnson , referrin g to his
partne r-Patro lman Ke nneth
Pigg.
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'Black history, a struggle for progress

(Editor's
note:
Dr Paul
McStallworth , professor of
history, the au thor of this issue's
Wright Statement.)
by Dr Paul McStallworth
To the students of this
university, World War II is
almost ancient history. To those
of you
who
are
of
Afro-American heritage, your
parents, relatives, and friends of
that era fo und themselves as
deprived cit izens with the job of
reconciling the international
four freedo ms. These were listed
in the presid ential state of the
Union address in 1941. It was an
ironic
feeling
with
the
· deprivation of freedom that
blacks
experience d
as
second-class citizens in the land
of their birth. They , with whit~s ,
displayed revulsion against the
despotism and Nazism abroad.
Blacks were
almo st
by
themselves in the fight against
institutional racism at home.
Blacks, however, found it
necessar y
to
eliminate
discriminatio n in two areas: the
armed forc es and supportive
defense industries. Blacks were
heavily overrepresent ed in the
services, su ch as engineering,
supply , transportatio n and port
compani es.
They
were
underrepresent ed in the Air
Corps, Marines and ground
combat units other than the
infantry. T hey were subjected to
segregatio n in recreational and
transportationa l facilities on
Army posts. Clashes between
white and black soldiers were
commonplace. In some areas ,
serious race riots broke out.
Although t he records reveal that
blacks
p erformed
capably ,
racism
and
s egrega tional
practices certainly had some
detrimental effects on their
moral e
and
operational
efficiency .
In in dustr y,
e mployers
converting for war produ ction ,
were loathe to hire blacks
despite t he great need for
manpower. Rather than hire the
black American for special
training or in-service training for
upgrading , potential blacks were
hired for the general services as
janitors, attendants , chauffers,
messenge rs and
stockmen.
Machinists, millwrights, sheet
metal workers, electricians and
other highly skilled group jobs
were seldom given to blacks.
Only after A Philip Randolph,
head of an all-b lack brotherhood ·
of sleeping car porters made
PUblic the plans for a massive
" March
on
Washington
Movement" did FDR issue
Executive Order 8802 . A clause
barring
discriminatio n was
included in all defense contracts.
A , com mittee
on
fair
employment was established.
Other actio n was taken to
itnprove the lot of the black
~ldiers. Critics decried the fact
that few teeth were in it.
Wherein was it a symbol of
conquest fo r the improvement
of this group as well as the USA?
. There was a
noticeable
improveme nt in the status of the
black troo ps in World War II as
~ornpared to World War I.
ntegrated Officer Candidate
~~ools were established. The
bllr Corps and Marines took
lcks for the first time. The

Navy, rather than restrict to Afro-America n cultural centers.
entered the haloed curriculum of Black History week should
mess units, took blacks in all It spread from Berkeley to · white colleges. Granted that this highlight
the past that from our
branches of that service. Black Boston, from Tuskegee to Tufts,
was a wonderful achievement or beginning, blacks with courage
women were found in the from Prairie View to Princeton,
conquest, for white students a·nd confidence have always
WACS, WAVES, and other and from Harvard
to Howard.
need it as well as their faculty, pioneered in rebelling against the
supporting units.
'''
Confrontat ion
and
believe it or not, most blacks system
the
with
its
injustices
Black individuals and units
movement did not remain on need the course also.
imposed
upon
the
blacks
and
were decorated for bravery , campus. It caught fire in the
I feel obligated to make a few
poor. The carriers of the
meritorious service beyond the high school and elementary
observations on the challenge expect us to seek
call of duty, but not given the levels. The phenomenal spread more
introduction
of black history to ch an g e - reform
and Io r
Medal of Honor again until the · of the black studies involving
Korean war. In summary, there many of the various curriculums avoid it being thought of as a rap revolution for the betterment of
was considerable improvement gave credence, support, and session or current events course. mankind.
Moreover, I am not implying
To those of you who seek or
in
the
status of black finally
brought
acceptance
employment by the end of the among blacks as well as publicly that such has been either the may have an opportunity to
anticipation or the case here. enter this specific field, the
war. There was more. Blacks and
among whites. The saying of
the world saw and heard the Martin Luther King: "Black is Requests for the course have devotees of Clio, adamantly
often provoked administrativ e contend that the approach and
four freedoms with the founding Beautiful" epitomizes
that reaction
which regarded the philosophy of this course should
or establishmen t of the United acceptance. It was , of course,
movement
as a "fad" or an have special tenets. Firstly, the
Nations in the USA . Thus, this preceded by a maturity of the
exotic course. Thus, it often course should meet all standard
country took a posture of world
Afro-America n population as
leadership. Blacks made known expressed in the poem of L M followed that the course was course requirements with regards
placed only in the summer to objectives, syllabus, readings,
their plight with respect to
Col l i n s ( F is k
U n i v ersity)
schedule or restricted solely to a papers, quizzes and tests.
World War II and its aftermath. Soliloquy,
the Man Called
one-term course from 1619 to
Secondly, the course should
US leadership was occasionally Nigger."
present.
The
tenor
of
the
times
always
be taught by one who has
distrusted
and
sometimes
Black
people,
whether
severely criticized because of students or scholars in the ivory have already indicated that these a deep , dedicat~d concern for
administrativ e
actions were human and personal dignity, and
injustice
accorded
blacks. towers, or as sages in the ghetto,
ostrich
postures.
With such vigorously opposed to man's
Whether one liked it or not, in
this era more readily
exposures, many Universities inhumanity to man .
DuBois was right and the black recognized
the
questionable
Thirdly, it should be taught by
problem was no longer a values by the dominant group found themselves with sand in
one
who
is
trained
their
and
eyes
and
aches
'in
their
domestic problem . Its arrival in considered quite suitable for the
the international market place of oppressed group. Such values heads. They also could not sit experienced in this field and, in
addition, one who has been
ideas was a step to victory where tend toward the conservation comfortably.
generously trained in United
There
is
also
the
observation
a world wanted and still wants and preservation of the status
States,
European and African
that
the
introduction
of
this
constructive peace.
quo on all levels. Qualities
history.
course
in
white
schools
has
been
-The melting pot may never consi dered
suitable
for
complete its work. However, subjugated people have been too often the responsibility of a
Fourthly, the course should be
special off ice or a vice president
ethnic achievement is still submission, patience, endurance,
mandatory for the good life in humility, simplicity, obedience in cultural affairs, rather than a conducted by one who is
in
dealing
with
select curriculum committee. objective
the USA. Many blacks work and meekness.
sources-Dun ning or DqBois
The
course
has
been
added
actively to achieve success. Some
If these sound familiar to you
following
the materials, as well as with
were attempting to gain it, while as so-called Christian virtues, it is sometimes
emphases in thought-prov oking
pleadings
of
the
personnel
burdened with a psychologica l
not surprising. It is not unusual
techniques and guidance in class
departments
agitated
by
"hang up." Woodson, the father
the
for religion to be used to
of
Black
Historiograp hy , buttress the status quo since Dean of men or women, or instruction.
Fifthly , as much as humanly
recognized it when he said, "We religion
functions
in
a student personnel. It should
must cease to straighten our conservative manner. Some of receive university support as possible, the course should be
confined to the paths and search
hair , bleach our faces and be you
recall
that
Frederick much as any other course and
may be as much as a core course. for truth rather than personal
Negroes and be good ones. " A Nietzsche dismissed Christianity
Even in some predominantl y platforms and propaganda.
much older sage held forth:
as a religion for slaves, unfit for
Lastly , .if at all possible , in
black
schools, competent
" Know Thyself. "
a dominant group.
addition to the above, the course
scholars
who
support
this
action
Recognition
of
the task
In view of this observation, we
involved came early in the black could say that these black were at times unduly criticized will probably be more spicy if
experien ce
as
Alice students were not seeking to and regarded as racists. Perhaps a conducted by one who has
traveled widely in this country
Dunbar-Ne lson
observed destroy Universities, their ROTC few were.
Most liberal scholars sought to and abroad. Much color may be
fifty-two years ago:
buildings, or desecrate high
redress
the balance in traditional added if he or she is of somber
All this is by way of" reminding schools. Rather, they were
history
which so long ignored hue.
ourselves
that
for
two
seeking to change them, for
However, probably by 2475,
generations we .have given brown many had become the bastions the fruth in regard to active and
and black children a blonde ideal of institutionaliz ed prejudices as positive roles and effects played there will be no need for
celebration of this particular
of beauty to worship, a well as ivory
towers
of by black leaders and the masses
week!
millz-white
literature
to
knowledge
controlled
by in th history of this country.
assimilate, and a pearly paradise
unsympatheti c
administrator s.
to anticipate, in which their dark
These militant students appeared
faces would be hopelessly out of half-baked to the alumni and
place.
older generations.
For centuries, black people
Moreover, they ap peared to be
have struggled for liberation uprooting their fondest hopes,
from
the
forces
of but there was and still is a need
dehumanizati on. Some concrete for
democratiz ing
(not
and substantive results were patronizing) these institutions
obtained during the last three with larger and wiser alumni and
decades. In this country, the student representatioP . in the
struggle was highlighted in a government of them. In Loco
dynamic
interrelatio nship Parentis has gone with the wind
between
To the editor:
the
civil
rights and thus the concept of doing
And drink? Yes, drink I say.
movement, the urban uprising, something for youth must also
My trusty typewriter cries:
Coffee, cola-, tea or milk,
the demand for black power, be changed to doing something
Tip, Tap
alas, all , yes all,
and a deepening thrust for black with youth.
tippy, tap
at those prices
nationalism and consciousnes s.
It's time to bring
seem a certain bilk!
The youth of this special era
One cannot readily understand really started something and it
the ol' administratio n into
this struggle unless it is placed in should be followed up, just as
swing,
However,
the context of the international black history is being pursued at
with the prevalent theme
Since I'm an intellectual,
movement of African people least in many institutions, if not
of happenings in academe.
Complaints,
toward self-determin ation as most, instead of the deference
Would be highly ineffectual.
part of a larger act by the given it only in a week of weak
'Dear me , dear my ,
So ,
colonzied people of the world recognition.
what should I buy?'
I keep writing these words of
Said I in exasperation
since World War II.
wit
It is an accepted and proven
standing and facing Wright
One should observe closely fact that with Woodson, the
hoping they 'll be a hit
that these movements had their Afro-Ame rican
Station.
amongst those men
History
own campus manifestation s in assocation (which is to be its
'A
double-decke d Captain who at WSU's pyramid-tip
the thrust for black studies new name) and other pressure
Bro.any
do sit.
programs, as well as black or groups, Black History finally
or a simple sandwich of balony
Andy Clemens
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Clwmb er Singers
Wright State University's
Chamber Singers will present
its mid-winter choral concer t
Sunday afterno on Februa ry
23, at 3 pm in the concer t
hall of the Creative Arts
center. It is open to the
public· withou t charge.

Inform ation Center
An Inform ation Center to
serve and inform studen ts in
commu nity in and around the
Miami Valley area, has been
formu lated
throug h the
effort s of
Wilbe rforce
University studen ts and other
cooper ating schools. This will
be done by means of radio
and television.
Activities must be sent to
the Wilberforce inform ation
cente r ,
Wilb erfor ce
University , Wilberforce 0 hio
45384 , or call 376-65 65 at
least two weeks in advance.

Green Beret on Amnes ty
Gerry Condo n, a Green
Beret who went AWOL in
Februa ry, 1969, and has been
living in exile in Swede n and
Canad a, will speak on
Universal and Uncon ditiona l
Amnes ty today at 2 pm in
room 221 Millett.

Compa ny
Comp any
a
music al
comed y, will be presen ted by
the Wright State University
theatre on March 7, 8, 12, 13 ,
14 and 15 at 8: 30 pm and
March 9 at 7: 30 pm in the
Festival Playho use of the
Creative Arts center.
Tickets for Compa ny are
available at the University
theatre box office, located in
the lobby of the Creative Arts
center. Box office hours are
12
noon - 4
pm ,
Monday-Friday and days of
performance. For reservations
or
infor matio n,
call
426-35 00.

Ne ws
Shor~
Celebration Series
The Wright State University
theatre presents the first
produc tion in
its
new·
Celebration series, an evening
of two studen t-produ ced
works perform ed in th
Celebration theatre of the
Creative Arts Center on
February 28 and March 1, at
8:30 pm .

New Nexus
The new Ne xus is on sale at
the Bookst ore, at the Nexus
office in the baseme nt of the
University Center adjoining
the Rathskeller or at the
Nex us booths. Price is 50
cents.
New Alumn i Preside nt
Garnet t McDon ough, a
Springfield attorne y, has been
elected preside nt of the
Wrigh t State
University
Alumni association.

The program consist s of a
new one-ac t piay,
The
Bureaucrat, by Alan Yaffe,
and a collage of dramat ic
pieces on the relatio nship of
man anC. woman assembled
by Lin Fima and Bob Bailey.

Celina 's fine films
El, a Spanis h film classic,
will
be
Satur day's
presen tation in the WOBC's
Fine Film series. The 8 pm
perform ance is free , and will
be held on the Celina campu s.

Speech Night
On Thursd ay, March 6, the
Depar tment
of Speech
Comm unicati on will host its
winter quarte r Speech Night
at 8 pm in 101 Fawce tt. All
membe rs of the University
commu nity are invited to
attend this progra m .
Speech Night is an activity
wherei n represe ntative s from
the various SPC 135 classes
(Esse ntials of Public
Speak ing)
are brough t
togethe r into compe tition.
Two membe rs of each section
will compe te in a preliminary
round of persuasive speeches
at 7 pm , with the three
winner s of the preliminary
compe tition advancing to the
final round at 8.

The
round
receive
round
receive

winner of the
of compe tition
a trophy and all
pa rt i cipants
certific ates.

final
will
final
will

Bid Euchre Tou rnamen t
A bid euchre tournament
will be held Friday in rooms
041-04 3 of the University
Center from 5 pm to 1 am.
Entry fee is 75 cents. All
players receive a deck of
cards. Trophi es will be given
to the winning team. For
more inform ation, call Terri
Gilliam of Zeta Tau Alpha, at
433-88 96.
Femini st Consci ousness ·
in Literat ure

Due to a mixup in printing,
Feminist Consciousness in
Literat ure was omitte d from
the spring quarte r schedule.
The course is schedu led for
Mondays and Wednesdays,
7:30-8 :45 pm , roo m 221
Allyn . It is a three credit
underg raduate course and is
listed as English 190. The
class numbe r is 7006 . Paula
Randall is the instruc tor.

MID WE ST PRESENTATIONS
Kobo co Enterprises and . •
prese nts

TV Worksh op
Camp us
Inform ation
Service is sponso ring a
television worksh op every
Friday afterno on from 1 to 3
pm in the old TV studio (005
Fawcett).

Tickets for the Celebr ation
series are available at the door
only
on evenin gs of
performance. The University
Theatr e box office will open
at 6: 30 pm on perform ance
nights. Seating is limited .
General admission is $1.

universi ty
center
board

REO SPEEDWAGON
Special Gues t Stars

FROM ENGLAND

MA N
Sunday, March 9, 1975
Wrig ht State University Gymnasium

8pm ·
h's a woman's right to make
her own decision.
24 hr service, strictly confidential
No fee.

,

Tick ets:

1

'"J cµ/;1 SIRTHR~GHT to~nseling
,I
223 13446 ,
I

•

111

"!

'

I

•

I

I

i

I

'

I

-

I

1

i

I

1
'

I

$3. 50
$4. 50
$5. po

wsu

Studen ts

(Must show valid I D)

Genera l Pub Ii"c

Day of Show
Ticket s on sale at WSU Univer sity Center Candy Coun
ter ,
Forest Record Shop, both Gol dc ;-1rods, Cheshi re CatBrown
Street, Sears Downt own.

INTER -CLUB -COU NCIL IS VERY INTER ESTE D IN
SPON SORIN G A CAMP US "COF FEEH OUSE ".
IN ORDE R TO HELP ORGA NIZE SOME THIN G OF THIS
NATU RE, WE NEED YOUR IDEA S AND
OPIN IONS SO THAT WE MAY BEST SERV E
YOU. PLEA SE ANSW ER THE FOLL OWIN G
QUES TIONS AND RETU RN THE QUES TION NAIR E
TO THE ICC OFFIC E ROOM 042 UNIV ER-SITY CENT ER.
'

WALOE NBOOK S

Salem Mall
Dayton

1 Would you be interested in having a coffee house on campu
s?
2 Are you .................................................................. single
?
marrie d?
3 Are you .................................................................. studen
t?
facult y?
other?
4 Are you... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... ......... freshm
an?
sopho more?
junior ?
senior ?
gradu ate?
5 When would you partic ipate.. ......... ......... ......... ..... weekn
ights?
weeke nds?
both?
none of the
above
6 Being a Comm uter Campus, do you think that
the idea is feasible and that once started it
would be able to perpe tuate itself? .................. .
7 Your comments·---~---------------

----
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../~ Flu spreads, caution helps
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Noticed your classes lately
have had attendance less than
capacity? One reason for these
abse.nces ma?' .be plain, old
fashioned sk1ppmg of. classes,
but f)QOther reason may be that
gi:~at
class decimator which
strikes WSU every year at about
this same time; the flµ.
Influenza, commonly known
as the flu is a virus disease that
may attack the respiratory,
nervous, or gastrointestinal
system.
The flu usually occurs in
epidemic form, many people in a
community being struck at the
same time . The epidemic usually
reaches its peak in two or three
weeks, then subsides in another
month or two.

VA has educa tion loans for

ve~

Three specific types of flu
have been identified, they may
act alone or combine to cause
the flu. Attempts to produce a
vaccine against the flu have been
largely
unsuccessful,
partly
because the virus seems to
change
character between
epidemics.
The virus is spread by droplet
infection,
being coughed,
sneezed, and talked out of the
mouths, noses, throats, and
lungs of people whom it infects.
The virus is around most of
the time, harbored by humans.
They
fall
ill
when their
resistance is lowered. Epidemics
begin when circumstances for
the spread of the virus are
favorable.
Influenza comes on suddenly.
The victim usually feels quite
sick,
and
uncomfortable ,
unwilling to work, unable to
play.
The early symptoms may be
much like those of the common
cold, except that the feeling of
weakness is much greater. Other
common
complaints
are
headaches, fatique, drowsiness,
general aches and pains and
chills and fever. A dry cough and
painful eyes may also be present.
The course of the disease may
run from two days to many
weeks, and weakness persists for
quite sometime afterwards.
Relapses often occur, and the

complicating infections.
The antibiotic and sulfa drugs
that work against so many
bacteria have no affect on
influenza virus. They may be
given to ward off or control
secondary invasions.
The basic treatment
the flu
is to rest in bed, for as long as
necessary to regain strength and
avoid complications, and drink
plenty of fruit juices to replace
body water and vitamins that are
lost through perspiration.
The worst way to fight it is to
fight
it
on
your
feet.
Symptomatic treatment, which
is still the best that can be
offered to flu victims, may also
include aspirin, cough-control
medicines and antihistamines.
"The best way to prevent the
flu, " says Laura O'Hara, Nurse
Clinician for Health Services, "is
get a glu shot that is offered in
the fall. Diet hc.is a lot to do with
it also, a balanced diet keeps
resistance up." O'Hara also said
p t~rsons with the flu or a cold are
wi:lcome to come to the Health

for

The Vetera ns administration is
The new measure provides that
including other educational
processing applications for new applicants must have exhausted
loans, grants, scholarships, VA
education loans for veterans all efforts to obtain student educational assistance and cash
attending school under the GI loans administered by the assets. The year in which the
bill. The loans, up to a Department
of
Health, loan application is submitted
maximum of $600 in one Education and Welfare. The will be the base year for
Cent <~r.
academic year, were established student must list all lenders reporting income.
Th,~ center also has pamphlets
by the Vietnam-era Veterans applied to, with dates notified of
VA also said the school must
availc_ble entitled The Cold.
Readjustment Assistance act of final decisions. If denied a certify the student's course of
1974, enacted by Congress in guaranteed student loan, copies study and tuition and fees for all
December.
of denial statement from each students and any room and
The new law also provided a lender must accompany the VA board charges.
22.7 percent increase in monthly application.
No loan may be approved for
payments for
1.5
million
All financial resources must be intersession or other enrollment
veterans in training under the GI rep.o rted
by
the student, periods of less than 10 weeks.
bill, which raised benefits for
n~tiPnt
i~
''<mftPnPn 11n" for
single veterans to $270 monthly ,
and ve terans
with
two
depende nts receives $366.
.
Student s
.
pur s uing
an
ftlldergradu ate
degree , who
~xhaust
their
36
months'
entitlement, were given, under
the new la w, up to nine months
additional time to complete
studies.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Richard Roudebush said
Take advantage of the Army ROTC
while you're working on your college
the effective date for the loan Two-Year Program.
degree. Earning an extra $100 a month, up
If you've just about completed your
program
was January
to ten months a year.
1.
And two years later, you'll graduate
However, he added that all second year of college, and you're planning
with your degree, your commission
eligible veterans, wives , widows on two more, ifs not too late to take
__. as an Army officer, and some real experience
and children will be considered Am1y ROTC.
You start the program with six-weeks
at leading and managing people.
for initial loans based upon the
The last two years of college can
full amount of their tuition and of Ba ic Camp (you'll be paid for it) between
your
ophomore
and
junior
years.
mean
a lot to you. If you take the Army ROTC
all other costs of attendance
Then it's back to school in the fall.
Two-Year Program you can make them
anticipated
for
the entire
Learning how to become an Army officer
mean a lot more.
1974-75 academic year. This is
considered to have started about
September 1.
Under the new law, those
granted loans will be required to
execute
pro missory
notes
agreeing to repayment of the
?rincipal plus eight per cent
interest. Repayment of principal
and interest will be deferred
While the student is attending
classes at least on a half-time
basis.
Installment payments must
start nine months after the
student ceases at least part-time
e~o!lment , with full payment
Withm 10 years and nine months
after that date. Part or all of the
loan may be prepaid without
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Call Captain Cassell at (513) 229-3326/3327
l>enalty. Interest will not accrue
or write the Professor of Military Science, Army ROTC Instructor
Group, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469.
on ~he loan balance until the
required beginning date of
repayment.
A three per cent loan fee will
~ deducted from the approved
t~a~ amount to provide a fund
th •nsure against defaults under
bee loan pr-ogram. Defaults will
considered overpayments and
r~vered in the same manner as
other debts due the government.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR LAST TWO YEARS AT
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY
EAN EVEN MORE.

Ann y ROTC

The n1ore you look at it, the better it looks.

~
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Sculpture opens gallery

Sturdy story backbone
as Deliverance scores

-

by Gary Floyd
film's competen t photo work is
Deliver ance,
Sunday' s but icing on the cake, for like
Universit y Center Board's film
some songs th.at are good enough
offering, is an example of what
to be hits regardless of who
can happen when a forceful
performs them, this story could
story is combined with fine
have been a cinema winner had
acting,
directin g
it been directed by Jerry Lewis
and
photogra phy.
and starred Ron Ziegler and
Starring Jon Voight , Ronny
James McGee.
Howard and Burt Reynolds ,
Deliveran ce is the story of four
Written by James Dickey, who
Atlanta businessm en who decide
is poet-in-re sidence at the
to forego a weekend on the golf
University of South Carolina,
course in favor of a whitewat er
and makes his acting debut as a
boating excursion .
sheriff, the story is not only a
On the way to their downrive r
conflict of man against nat'ure
destinatio n, the four not only and man versus man , but a
outnego tiate
some rough
psychological struggl e in which
mount ain
types
and
the characters must evaluate
outmaneu ver rough water , but their own actions, limitat ions
cross paths with two potentiall y and possible errors.
homocida l homosex uals.
After one of the most brutal
Also, an upsurge in whitewat er
scenes ever filmed , the four find
boating followed the release of
themselve s catapulte d into a this flick. Of these ne~ boating
conflict against a vengence devotees, / a dozen drowned ,
seeking nemesis, the river, and
promptin g Dickey to remark
themselve s.
that he wished he never wrote
Voight
comes
through the book.
Deliveran ce with flying colors,
and John Borman, the flick's
You might want to attend the
director, somewha t surprised the · 6 pm Sunday showing, 'cause
cinema world by getting a
you might want to see this
capable performa nce out of Burt
example of cinema dynamiqu e
Reynolds .
twice.
But the acting , directing and

Yo
.been there.

Chris Hayman (Photo by Lin
Moore) ·

Firm rents
TORON TO - A campu s
research firm in Toronto is
cashing in on the shopliftin g
boom by renting out
profession al shoplifter s for $100
a day. " Rent-A-T hief, Ltd," a
subsidiary of College Marketing
and Research, places actors and
actresses in departme nt stores
with instructi ons to steal
everythin g in sight. The hitch is
t hat part of the job includes
getting caught by store
detectiv es who create a
humiliatin g spectacle in front of
all other shoppers. Rent-A-T hief
manager Les Cohen explains,
"The whole thing is a put-up to
show everyone present what is in
store for shoplifter s."

by Nathan Schwartz
A
sculpture
exhibit by
Christoph er Hayman will open
in the Experime ntal Gallery in
the Creative Arts building
Monday , February 24. The
opening is unique in that it is
complete ly
supervised and
coordinat ed by students.
The students, members of a
Gallery Managem ent class taught
by William Spurlock , Director of
the WSU galleries, are staging the
show with virtually no budget.
"We're making no allowance
because we're students," one
class member said. "We're doing
the most profession al show we
can."
The students emphasized that
they are doing every thing from
orgamzmg the reception to
providing security. Setting up
the exhibit and t earing it down ,
mailing announcements, and
arranging publicity. All expenses
are being absorbed by the
students.
Most of the members of the
class were enthusias tic not only
about the opening but about t he
Gallery Managem ent class itself.
"Wright State is one of the
only schools in the nation with a
gallery exclusively for students
and one of the few with a
Gallery Managem ent course on
the undergrad uate level ," one
member of the class said .
Another explained that, "if
we're going to be practicing
artists after graduatio n we need
practica l
e x perience
in

organizin g shows. The class give
8
us that practical experience."
Hayman is currently t echnical
advisor for the WSU art
departme nt. He has had one-man
exhibition s at the University of
Kentucky , Georgia Wesleyan
College, and Mercer University
in Macon, Georgia. Hayman has
also had his work exhibited in
group exhibitio ns in Washington
DC, Richmond Virginia and
Winston-Salem North Carolina as
well as in the Dayton Art
Institute's Circulatin g gallery
among numero us other shows.
The arti st 's
state ment
concerning the exhibit is only
three sentences long. "An
overriding subject matter is
present in my work. I do not
regard materials or techniques as
ends in themselves. The choice
of materials I work with and
their handling is arb itrary and, at
the same time, essential. "
"I don't want to give out too
much informati on. I want
people to respond to the
works," Hayman said.
Haym~n said he "hopes people
will come and see the show,
confront the pieces and just deal
with them."
The exhibition will be open
from 10 am until 4 pm from
February 24 through the 28.
The formal opening of the
exhibit will be Monday evening,
the 24th from 8 pm until 10 pm.
There will be a reception fo r the
artist, and the public is invited
toattend.

now you can
help them.

They 've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn 't easy.
But with someone' s help ,
they ' ll make it. What they need
is a fr iend . Someone to act as
confidant and guide . Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians of St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth . Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditfons , the Salesians always have been - and will be, youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare youngsters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder , Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason , religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We ' re
trying to build better communit ies by helping to create better men·.
As a Salesian , you are gua,rantee d the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor ... as guidance counselors , technical and academic teachers , as coaches ,
psycholog ists .. . in boys clubs , summer camps ... as missionaries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the thi rd largest
order) but a warm one. A communit y with an enthusiast ic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our shortcomings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to you th can be
an importan1 mission in your l ife , we welcome your interest.
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Rock 'n roll
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REO Speedwagon plays WSU

Discussions

If they're wise, Midwest
productions and t he University

Despite their weak nesses, there
as composers.
Furthermore, there is evidence is nothing wrong with REO that
that the group subscribes to the a little more experience and
fallacy of volume; that a group polish won't take care of.
cannot kick out the jams Furthermore, these folks may
without kicking up the decibels. have found their cosmic niche in
But these frailties aside, there's energy rock, a medium in which
no disputing that these dudes they perform well. If REO
can kick ass. Set them loose on decides to don their hair and
an established energy classic like play old Carpenter's medleys,
Chuck Berry's Little Queenie (as they're in trouble . .
on REO Two's premiere side) Center Board, the fo lks handling
and, Bonzai, these dud~s not the
WSU
Concerts, will
only cut through it like a laser, purposely leave _ some empty
but could even inspire the profs space on the PE build ing floor.
lunching in the faculty lounge to A lot of folks are g.o ing to want
leave their seats and do the to dance to this concert, for
bump.
REO doesn't play music to sit
Moreover, the group's music still by.
personally
cross-examine
government witnesses in the grows on the listener; though
Produced by Bill Rose II, scion
case-including convicted not overly impressed with side of another noted musician and
Watergate conspirators John one's Being Kind after the initial the object of at least one joke,
Mitchell
and
Richard listening, I found myself singing REO is strictly high-voltage
Kleindienst ... the film version along after a couple trips around boogie band, and if REO Two is
of the
rock opera Tommy · the turntable.
indicative, not ,a bad one.
premieres in New York in
March, starring Who lead singer
lctt®.Mi:fil[t•~~\)lM'ffift1%9l~~%Roger Daltrey in the title
~l~
role ... at a recent LA concert,
the Eagles and stablemate Dan
Fogelberg were
Singers, music ians,
joined•
dancers , t ec h n ic ians,
unexpectedly-on stage by Joe ~~i
m agicia ns, banjo
Walsh, Jackson Browne, Linda
_
players , a crobat s ,
·'
Ronstadt and JD Souther. Nice
piano p!ayers,
to have friends.
00

by Gary Floyd
talent and energy nevertheless.
REO Speedwagon will net
Paced by lead guitarist Gary
followers on two WSU campuses Richrath, REO displays an
next month with a performance understanding of the mechanics
in Dayton March 9 , and a stop at •1,good energy rock'n roll;
Celina's Western Ohio Branch competent g.u itar
work,
Campus the following night. keyboards and voca_ls which
And if the group's second don 't distract from
the
album, named appropriately aforementioned.
enough, REO Two (Epic Ke
But some· of this potential is
317 4) is any barometer of the spent on
weak material.
group's potential, the Wright Performing mostly their own
State multitudes will witness material, REO Two has a couple
talent and energy which is of examples of a gap between
sometimes misdirected, but REO as performer and the group

Records rock with versatility
by Bruce Meyer
United Press Internaliona,L
Henrx Gro s~Plug Me Into
Something (A&M SP-4502)
-A tour de force of rock 'n'
roll versatility. Henry Gross was
one of the original members of
the 1950s resurrectionists Sha
Na Na. Now he's left the grease
and the gold lame behind to go
solo. Gross has a good voice,
writes first-class songs with . a
touch of tongue-in-cheek humor
and plays a searing guitar.
There's no ne of Sha Na Na in
this record ; i·t ·s a kind of guided
tour of the last decade-from the
British invasion A ll My Love to
heavy metal Dixie Spider Man
and country-rock Evergreen.
And just to keep things
balanced , there's a gentle,
acoustic ballad Only One, some
raunchy Lou Reed Tomorrow's
Memory Lane and a solid
sprinkling of straightforward
1975 ro ck 'n' roll.
There is not a single weak cut
on this al bum-and if that makes
it sound like Henry Gross can do
everything, then you've got the
idea. Don't miss this one.
Ray Manzarek The Whole
Thing Started With Rock & Roll
And No w It 's Out Of Control
(Mercury SRM 1-1044)

once quoted as saying that Ray
Manzarek " is the Doors." Then
Jim died in his Parish bathtub
and proved it wasn't so, because
the Doors died with him.
Still, it was a high compliment
and Jim Morrison was not the
sort to bestow such without
good reason. This is Manzarek's
second solo album-and it is a
startling improvement over' the
first.
Manzarek's first album , The
Golden Scarab, was lost to a
heavy.handed prnductio n and a
laughable
pretentious
philosophical ."concept." On
The Who le Thing . . . Manzarek
retains intact much of the
underlying style in that initial
effort, but gets back to music.
His voice is improving, the
production is surer and, most
important, the songs have more
guts.
This is the first album made by
a former Door that · a hardcore
Doors fan might actually enjoy.
And that, too, is a high
com pliment.
John Lennon has won the first
battle of the New Year in his
deportation struggles. A federal
judge has granted Lennon's
request that he be allowed to
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February 24-Rod Stewart and
Faces with REO Speedwagon,
Cincinnati Gardens, tickets at
Sears.
March 2- Ramsey Lewis and
Les McCann, Dayton Memorial
Hall, tickets $5.50 and $6.
March 2- Johnny Winter and
the James Gang Dayto·n Hara
Arena, tickets $5 .50.
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AUDITION AND INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
PittU>urgh . Pennsylvania -

Detroit . Michigan -

Indianapolis. Indiana - Sun .. March 2 , 1975
Stouffer's Indianapolis Inn. Ballroom

Sandu sky. Ohio - Sat .. March 8 . 1975
(Areas East of Sandusky)
Cedar Point Ce ntennial Theatre

Fri .. February 28 , 1975
Carnegie- Mellon University, Student Act1v1ties Center
lnterviews - 3 ·00 P.M . Audition; - 4 :00 PM .

lnt~rviews -
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I> ClJL'I
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center
board

3 :00 P.M .

Aud111ons

4 :00 PM .

Cincinnati , Ohio - Tues .. March 4 . 1975
Stouffer's Cincinnati Inn. Bronze Room
lnterviews -

ULB

I
t ~Vt.R:-/o~E
t INV\"Tt:.D TO
t .L--EARN A
t Ll\TLE.

puppet eers ,
novelty acts . . .
it takes a ll kind s of
talent to entertain Cedar Point's 2,500,000 summer
guests, and the search is on. So. check the auditio n
schedule, polish up your act and come show us your
talent. Technicians, come for an interview with Cedar
Point's Live Shows. YOU'LL COME ALIVE IN '75!
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4 :00 P.M .

Aud11tons

5 :00 P.M .

ThuTs .. March 6 . 1975
Ponchartrain Hotel. Plaza Roo_m
Interviews - 3 :00 P.M . Aud111ons - 4 :00 P.M .

Interviews -

10:00 A .M .

Aud1t ·ons -

11 :00 A .M

Sandusky. 6t.io - Sun .. March 9. 1975
(A r eas West of Sandusky/
Cedar Po•nt Centennial Theatre
Interviews -

10:00 A .M .

Auditions -

11 :00 A .M .

Live Show Dept., Cedar Point, Sandusky, Ohio 448 7 0
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ON LAKE ERIE, SANDUSKY, OHIO

Beverage-Dock
BEER, WINE, a_nd PARTY SUPPLIES .
Ope~

8 am to 11 pm 7 days a week

868 Kaufman Ave
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by Dave Stickel
•••
It most definitely was a wild and woolly Guardian

Baske tball poOI

•••
•••
•

•

basketball pool last week as 13 individuals tied with 80 per
cent accuracy. But only two persons picked Central
Michigan over Miami in the tie-breaker .
Pat Roberts collects the free pizza by virtue of the 79-7 4
score. Actual game score was 78-74. The Raiders loss at
Bellarmine most certainly surprised everyone as the
majority picked WS U.
Our Guardian staff fared very well and our experts will be
Tom Snyder (TS), Frank Salsburg (FS) , Gary Floyd (F) ,
and Dave Stickel (DS}. All games this week are Saturday
contests. Good luck.
Toledo
at Miami(DS)(F)(TS}(FS)
Central State
at Wright State(DS)(F)(TS )(FS}
Rutgers(DS}
at LaSalle(F)(TS}(FS)
Kentucky(FS)
at Alabama(DS)(F}(TS)
NC State(F)(FS)
at Clemson(DS)(TS)
Arizona State(FS)
at Texas El Paso(DS)(F)(TS)
Indiana(DS)(F)(TS)(FS} at Purdue
Middle Tenn(DS)(TS}(FS} at Austin Peay(F)
Providence(F)(FS}
at Niagara(DS)(TS}
Ohio Sta~e(DS}
at Illinois(F)(TS)( FS)
Tie-breaker:
Army(F)
at Navy(DS}(TS)(F S}
Last week we had a record entry of 40 co ntestants ..Pat ,
stop by the Guardian office and pick up your pizza coupon.
Drop all entries into the Guardian bullseye box across from
the Wright Station or the Guardian office University Center
room 046 before 5 pm Friday .

•
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Wome n's swim team fourth in state
by Susan Opt
The
Women's Collegiate
swimming team brought honor
to Wright State by placing
fourth in a state meet held in
Youngstown,
Ohio, last
Thursday and Friday.
First place went to Bowling
Green with 571 points. Miami
finished second with 324 points
and third place went to Ohio
State with 276 points.
WSU scored 149 points,
winning over seven other Ohio
colleges in competition.
The
team
of Barbara
Woodrow, Teri Groty, Vicki
Groty and Heidi Dabblet placed
fifth in the 200 yard medley
relay and third in the 400 yard
medley relay.
Woodrow set a new meet
record with 5:02.43 in the 400
yard individual medley. She also
placed second in the 200 yard
IM and the 100 yard backstroke.
Teri Groty finished fourth in
the 400 yd IM with a time of
5: 21.72. She also took fifth
place in the 50 yd butterfly and
100 yd breastroke and eighth
place in the 100 yd butterfly.

. Dabblet came in twelfth place
for the 50 yd free style. Cindy
McKenzie also took twelfth in
the 400 yd free style.
The team of Woodrow, Groty,
McKenzie, and Jill Cuhlman
placed fifth in the 400 yd
freestyle relay with a time of
4:06.38.
The team's diver, Carol Ivan,
finished ninth in the one meter
diving competition, scoring
252.15 pts.
Coach Lee Dexter said the
women's team was "really
outstanding," esptcially since
the colleges that beat them had
teams of about 20 girls as
compared to their eight.
The team is five and one, with
one more meet this weekend at
Miami before the regionals in
Michigan and the nationals in
Arizona.
Dexter predicts that the Ohio
women will
dominate the
women's collegiate swimming at
the regionals.
He hopes to send at least one
and perhaps more, WSU women
to t he National meet. According
to Dexter, most of their times in

the state meet were pretty close
to national qualification times.
"The men's swimmi ng team
had a good season too, for their
first year," said Dexter. They
finished with three wins and
four losses.
" However," said Dexter, "our
losses were only to major
schools like Cleveland State. We
did have a big wi n over the
University of Toledo. "
Men's and women's swimming
at Wright State has great
potential, said Dexter. Already
recruitment from high schools
for next year's team has begun.
"We
had
many strong
showings by freshpersons this
year," and Dexter added', "the
future looks bright."

Scientists attempt to tap reservoir
AUSTIN,
Texas
Oil-well drillers alo ng the heated from underneath from
( UPI)-University
of Texas Texas coastline often ran into about 300 to 500 degrees.
The
scientists and engineers are blowouts because, Dorfman said, pressure
inside is almost double
conducting a three-year, $3 they penetrated the geothermal normal."
million project to see if it is zone at about 7 ,000 to 10,000
In addition, natural gas is
possible to tap a giant reservoir feet.
suspended in the hot water ,
of hot water and natural gas
" It's a young sedimentary Dorfman said. When the gas is
under the Gulf Coast.
basin that is unique in the removed, the water should be
Preliminary estimates are the United States. It extends inland pure
enough for irrigation.
zone could supply one-third of about 200 miles under the Texas
"Our ultimate aim is to drill a
the state's electrical generating and Louisiana coasts and
well and bring these fluids to the
needs for 50 years. If successful, offshore about 100 miles," he
surface to generate power,
the project could lead to the said.
development
of
similar
"What happened was the basin
DENVER (UPI)-Mrs Sydney
geothermal basins around the was filled in with a succession of Burns told police her 14-year-old
world
as viable
energy sands and muds by ancient river son Eric was wrestled to the
producers.
systems similar
to
the floor at Cole Junior High School
"No other project like this has Mississippi. The sand bodies sank by two youths who stole his
been conducted before," said Dr down and the waters were $175 glass eye.
Myron
Dorfman, associate locked in. The whole thing was
"It was a pretty sick thing to
director of the UT center for then covered by new systems.
do," she said.
energy studies. "But there are
"In effect what we've got is a
Police said they had no
similar basins around the world, great big pressure cooker. It's suspects in the theft. Mrs Burns
so this will have global got a great bit cover on it, about said Eric can see with his one
implications."
7 ,000 to 10,000 feet and it's good eye, but his artificial eye

--------- --FOR SALE

FOR SALE: 1972 Ford Van
6-cylinder
standard
transmission, air conditioning
and radio, good mileage. Call
ext 1464 or 663-4885. 2-17-2

1972 VOLKSWAGON deluxe
sedan (Baja Option Pack),
23,000 miles 28-32 mgp
$1, 700-priced to sell!!!
Contact Stuart · Hansen
879-0959 2-17-5
FOR SALE: 1970 Vw Bug,
automatic transmission,
AM-FM, good condition,
reasonable. 890-3962. 2-13-4
FOR SALE: 1958 Yamaha
350. Excellent condition.
Comes with 2 helmets and
extras. $425 .00 Phone
859-1884. 2-13-6
3 INCH screen television,
house car batteries $100.
:c a c ulator-square roots,
r .,.,)cals, memory, etc $30.
See Dave in 339 Fawcett
2-6-6

74 CB 360 Honda. Mint
condition. Many extras. $950
433-8973. 2-20-6
66 DODGE , ps, pb, air, new
tires and brakes. Best offer.
Call after 8: 30 pm 254-3936.
2-20-6
HUBER N 2 bdrm apt,
washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove and disposal. Water and
garbage paid! Rent $100.00
deposit. Call Bill
Ochs
236-5241 2-20-6
HOUSE MATE wanted. $50
month + utilities. Off Wayne
Ave, Dayton by Rte 35 exit.
Call
252-1994 anytime.
2-17-tfn
H 0 USE TO rent-4-6
students-im mediate ,
summer,
or
fall
terms-individua ls or groups.
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8
HOUSE FOR sale-UD area,
$900 down-$131 a month.
435-0784 after 6. 1-30-8

------VOLUNTEERSAREne;d!
HELP WANTED

To help a brain injured child:
his name is Richard Conley
and he's only two years old.
He has minimal brain damage.
The volunteers would help
him do
exercises and
patterning at the Training
Center for Developmentally
Handicapped Children, 3201
Marshall Road, Dayton. If
you wish to help or have any
questions,
please
call
Elizabeth Conley at 254-7187
anytime
except
from
12:30-3:00- that's the time
Richard goes to the Training
Center. PLEASE HELP!
HELP TO
ASSIST
handicapped student. Need
someone to write what I
dictate and to drive on
weekends. Have extra room if
person wants to live in. 20
minutes from WSU.
233-6231. Pref.er female but
will accept niale. or female.

extract natural gas and possibly
have
potable water for
irrigation," he said. "It'll be a
wildcat, but we're doing a
tremendous amount
of
geological and well-logging work
on it now."
The project is being funded
through grants of the Atomic
Energy Commission and several
Texas electric utility companies.

GIVE BLOOD TO
KEEPAGOO

THING GOING.
$1 O per donation
to buy gas.

Plasma twice a week . Or
whole blood every 8 weeks .
Mon. -Sat. Free Parkin g

~blood alliance

will have to be replaced.
"I have no idea why anyone
would do such a thing," she said.

A-1 VW Service, 5950 North Dixie Drive. Engine Rebuilding
$200. Valve Grinding $110.95. Tuneup $20.95. Above includes parts and labor. WSU ID 10% off. We service other
makes and models. 898-5702

BLIND PROFESSOR needs .
volunteer readers; recent
american
fiction,
near
Lyndon
and Smithville.
252-0102. 2-13-3
RECREATIO N
CLUB
manager-mid-M ay to Labor
Day-Salary commensurate
with experience. Must be WSI
qualified. Call Mrs Carolyn
Brislawn
for
interview
4 26-2559. 2-20-1

------- ------RIDES .

NEED RIDE from WSU after
5 MWF, after 4: 30 TTh, to 5
blocks from Hanes & Dayton
Xenia. Call Barbara 426-4407
after 6 pm. 2-13-4

------~
MISCELLANEO
U~

---- ----

MUSIC LESSONS: flute,
piccolo
&
saxophone.
Professional studio musician
with recording experience.
Will accept beginner or
advanced. (Can teach theory).
228-1345 2-13-5

K.APPA DELTA Chi
welcomes our new members:
Sue Domine, Gayle Fyrslie,
Cindy Monnin, Debbie
Thwaits, Donna White and
Peggy White. 2-20-1
AUTO REPAIR: A-1 VW
service. 5950 N Dixie. Engine
rebuilding-$2 00,
valve
grinding-$110 .95, brake or
muffler-$ 39 . 9 5,
tune-up
$20.95. 10% discount to
anyone having a WS U ID
878-5702. 2-3-8
PHOTOGR AP H ER:
SPECIALITIE S-weddings.
For more information, call
256-1593. Steve Kenney.
teoq .
TYPING DONE for faculty
and students. You write it.
I'll type it. Papers, theses, etc.
Qualified. Call Nancy :r.cad i·
277-2319. teoq
THE
SHED,
ev erY
Wednesday, 5 cent hotdogs
roasted over the fireplace.
2-13-8
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Raiders drop near .500

Raider fems
•
p<>St wms
Don't look now but the Raider
women's basketball team has
pasted together back to back
wins over the last week to up its
season record to 4-9. On
Saturday afternoon the ladies
blasted Ott er ~ ein 67 -21 behind
Sandi Pedrotti's 21 points and
center T erry
York's 17
rebounds.
Ohio Dominican visited the PE
building on Monday and left
discouraged as Margie Coates
and Kim Williamson notched 12
points each to defeat Ohio
43-39. Coach Amelie Jackson
and her squad will finish the
regular season at Central State
on Monday at 6: 30 pm .
The WS U grappler's dropped a
pair of matches to Bowling
Green and West Liberty of West
Virginia. BGSU pinned . the
Raiders 19-17 while Liberty
romped over our grapplers 35-6
with only Rob Taylor becoming
the only Raider double winner
to extend his record to 20-3-1.
Parl Bargo , Chuck Wray , and
Dennis Cleary were also Raider
winners with Taylor against
BGSU. Cleary is now 9-3-1
wrestling at 190 pounds and

by Dave Stickel
Wright State University may
be in desperate trouble to reach
a winning season this year after
•J'dropping a 83-79 overtime
contest to Bellarmine College
last Saturday evening.
The Raiders found themselves
in trouble from the beginning as
forward Jim Hall of the Knights
ripped
the Raiders zone
defense's for 18 points in the
first half.
Hall missed last year's game
with WSU due to a · bruised
tailbone. " I saw t hat game last
year and they didn 't look
tough ," Hall said . " We just
didn't play ball. I reall y wanted
a shot at them. "
During
the first
twenty
minutes the Raiders just fell
apart as Bellarmine dist urb ed the
WSU offense with its zone press
and the 51 per cent field goal
percentage netted the Knights a
46-31 margin.
"We came out with strictly a
man to man defense in the
Vicki Mercer's jump shot against second half and went to the
Ohio Dominican helped the running game," said Raider
assistant coach, Jim Brown. At
Raiders to a 49-39 win Monday.
that point the Raiders must have
(Jeff Hiles pho lo)
started to look tough for Hall, as
heavyweight. WSU (11-9) will be he cooled down and WSU
home Saturday at 1 pm against pecked away at the lead.
Lyle Falknor then began an
Indiana Central.
awesome offensive onslaught
with 17:01 remaining. The 6
foot 5 forward scored the
Raiders next ten points to close
the gap at 54-51 with 11:21 to
go.
During the remainder of
OU-Chillicothe , and finished on regulation play the game became
tied on three different occasions
the short end of a 99-60 score.
Last weekend , the Lakers and then Falknor knotted the
WASHINGTON
(UPI)- The
competed in the Ohio Regional
student as a consumer in the
branch campus hoop tourney in
emerging educational buyer's
Newark , and were defeated by
market was a leading topic at the
their first opponent, Kent
annual
meeting
of
the
State-East Liverpool , by a 97-79
Association
of
American
score. The eventual tourney
Colleges in Washington.
winner was OU-Chillicothe, who
While some students are suing
had defeated the Lake rs twice
colleges,
other "consumers"
this season.
along the academic trail are
asking
for more
specific ,
immediate returns on their

sco re a fourth and final time at
71 -71 on a layu p.
Both squads blew last minute
opportunities for a patterned
offensive play to win the game
by ball handling miscues. The
Knights threw the ball away
with five seconds left and the
Raiders set up for a desperation
play.
Falknor received the out of
bounds pass and launched a 45
foot bomb that bounded off the
rim with no time on the
scoreboard. Bellarmine won the
overtime as a result of six free
throws.
Throughout the ball game
there were many disputable
whistles blown against Raider
, personnel.
As
a
result
Bellarmine, now 11-10 , made 13

of 18 charity tosses w h ile WSU
convert ed 5 of 6 free t hrows.
The Raiders out goaled t h e
home town team 37-35.
Falknor who netted 31 points
against Bellarmine is in striki ng
distance of
becoming
the
Raiders third 1,000 point p layer
in WSU history. Bill Fogt and
Tim Walker reached the coveted
goal last season in their senior
years.
Central State will bring a 14-9
record to WSU with all five
starters scoring in double figures.
CSU is led by guard Bobby
Brown and freshperson Steve
Bay less from Xenia. This is the
first meeting between the two
Miami valley institutions and it
promises to be an ex citing game.

UCB CINEMA
--- - - - - - --

-~--------- -------
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Wher e does t he camping trip end .. .
and the nightmare begin ...?

Lakers im prove record
The Lakers of Celina's Western
Ohio branch campus finished
their basketball season with a
5·15 record , which is four more
victories and two less defeats
than the year prev ious.
The Lakers won game number
five at home against Richmond 's
Indiana-East , by a score of
74-73.

February 8, the Lakers sailed
down to sou thern Ohio to tangle
with branch-campus power

THE------------------· [_._ _ _ ___M
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Great Skate

1·

on Karbro Recordings

" it's twice a s m uch fun !

• Open Skating on twin
rinks (ice & r oller)
• Ice & Roller Skating
Lessons
•Private & Fund-Raising
Parties
For more information, call

433-2116

·-·
-

"

Best Sounds for less
$350.00 per thousand 45/rpm
studio time included

Hear the Bluegrass Special
on Karbro Recordings
See Them at the Dry Dock Lounge
Town & Country Shopping Center
Call Joe Karns 878 -9711

BUY ONE WHOPPER®

._.
BURGER

KING

~~

GET ONE FREE
Our famous broiled beef burger and
all the trimm i ngs

~Deliverance
A JOHN BOORMAN FILM Starring

JON VOIGHT · BURT REYNOLDS in "DELIVERANCE"
Co·Starnng NE D BE ATT Y · RON NY COX · Screenplay by Ja mes Dickey 8 ased o n his novel
Produced and Direc ted by John Boorman · PANAVISION ®· TE C HNICOLO R ®
Fr om Warner Br os A Warner Co mmunications Company
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Sun. Feb. 23rd
70 (
6=30 & 8:30
Gelman Aud
Abortion Information Service
VERY CLOSE TO AREA
Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
Terminated By Licensed Physicians
Immedia te Arrangements
will be made with no hassel
Starting at $1 25. 00
For your co nvenience open even o n Sunday m o rn ing

Offer expires Apr il 1st

1072 K auffm an Ave ., F ai rbo rn, O hi o
4250 Linden Ave., Dayton , Ohio
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CALL COLLECT - 24 HOUR SERVICE

21-6-631 -1557
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Cam pus the fts on dec line but still the num ber one problem

(CPS)-l t was 2 am when the
woman walked down the
hallway and stood in front of
her dorm room. Odd-th e door
was ajar. She pushed it open and
stared at the brightly lit room.
Five minutes later she assessed
her losses at over $1000; her
stereo, radio and purse had all
been stolen.
Theft is the number one crime
on college campuse s, accordin g
to a survey conduct ed last
summer by the Insuranc e
Informa tion Institute , which
studied crime statistics from 28
schools across the country . The
results of the survey, however ,
were inconclu sive, since many
crimes are not reported . But
generall y, the followin g trends
were found:
Thefts are on the downswing.
Accordi ng to the FBI there has
been a sharp decline over the last
year in the number of robberie s,
burglari es and auto thefts on
college campuse s.
Smaller, more isolated colleges
seem to have less serious crime
problem s:
less theft, little
violence and less vandalism.
Urban
colleges, with large
student bodies, have the most
difficult y. Apart from the
exposur e of the urban colleges
to "outside rs," no attempt was
made by the survey to identify
other factors leading to h.igher
crime rates on these campuses.
No matter what type of
c~_!!!EE~" - the most vulnerab le

area-an d prime crime target-i s
college dormito ries, where little
effort is made by most students
to prevent larcenies . In fact, one
school reports taht 90% of
larcenies in the dormitor ies
occur through open dorrs, and
that forced entries are rare.
"Studen ts are their own worst
enemie s,"
says campus
policema n George A Hill, Jr of
Harvard
Universi ty . "They
neglect security precauti ons, fail
to question intruder s in dorms,
prop open entrance s that should
be kept locked, and have a
frustrati ng trust in the honesty
of others," says Hill.
Many students exhibit - a
reluctan ce to report crimes. "In
one recent case," observes the
security director at an Iowa
school, "some students observed
a man carting stuff away from a
dorm for two-and -a-half bours
before we received a call."
The nature of thefts varies
extensively. In some cases, there
are active student criminals. Art
Holtorf, director of safety for
Washington State University at
Pullman , ended a crime wave by
apprehen ding one student who
stole over $30,000 in tape decks,
TVs and other items.
Campuses, as noted earlier,
also act as magnets for
"outside rs" who steal autos,
bicycles and other easily
resalea ble items. At the
Clarmon t Colleges, Calif, for
i!lstance. securit.v l ,•prs havP.

found boys 13 or 14 years old
from the nearby town equipped
with bolt-cut ters to snap locks
on bicycles.
At certain times during the
semester the crime rate is higher
than usual. New students are
particula rly vulnerab le to thefts
before they become acclimated
to their new environm ent. They
may bring expensive stereo
equipme nt, for example, that
would have been better left at
home, accordin g to one campus
security officer. The number of
crimes also increases around
holiday
tims, especia lly
Christmas.
Perhaps a prime factor in the
decrease of thefts has been the
recent instituti on of effective
crime programs.
- At Ohio State University, for
instance , entering students are
now advised not to bring
unnecess ary, expensive personal
items to campus.
-Many
schools provide
electric engravers to students to
etch identific ation numbers onto
their property .
- A publicat ion, Operatio n
Ripoff, is given to entering
students at
the Clarmon t

Colleges. The emphasi s is on
persuading students to lock
doors. Each dormito ry has
posted a sign, "A ripoff is a
Bumme r," on which details of
thefts in the building are
publicized. Officials at that
school think it has encouraged
more students to keep their
doors locked.
-Most of the approxim ately
5000 bicycles at Stanford
University are licensed by the
campus police, and bear both a
decal and an indentify ing " bug
mark" through which they can
be traced back to the University
if recovered elsewhere. Bicycles
are
a
prime
target at
Stanford- as many as 600 vanish
ea h year there.
- Several
college
have
developed a student marshal
force, while other have worked
out night "escort" services for
students . The student marshals,
or watchme n as they are

sometim es called, function
as
the "eyes and ears" of campus
police forces. They are also
ash.ed to provide auxiliary
assistance at special events. The
elabora te
student marshal
system at Syracuse University in
upstate New York , for instance
is credited with holding down it~
crime rate.

Fashi on Desig ners
Boutiq ue
Blouses,
Turquoi se and
other Jewelry,
Ceramics and Gifts
142 N BROAD ST
FAIRBO RN
878-920 0
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ABORTION
The Finest Medical
Care Available
FULL COST $140
Dayton Area Informat ion

Wa shi ngt on

Im mediate
appointm ents
for your care, and comfort at
your convenie nce.

Bir thd ay

Call Toll Free
1-800-43 8-3710 9 am-10 pm

SALE

Student Discounts
AT
Roth's
ON THE FUES T LINE OF B.ECT RONI C CALCULATORS

TEXAS
INSTRU MENTS,
KI NGSPO INT,
MELCO R,

SHARP,
SPERRY

H.P.,
RICOH,
REMING TON,

SA hi YO
~~

Fri day Feb 21s t
Boo ksto re

Roth Off ice Equ ipm ent Co.
113 East Third St
Dayton, Ohio 4540 2
228-6 175

